
Record of the First Ascent of Aconcagua and
Tupungato in Argentina and the Conquest of
the Southern Andes
The majestic peaks of Aconcagua and Tupungato, towering over the Andes
Mountains in Argentina, have captivated mountaineers and adventurers for
centuries. In 1897, a daring expedition led by the British mountaineer
Edward Fitzgerald accomplished the first successful ascents of both these
iconic mountains, marking a significant milestone in mountaineering history.
This article delves into the intricate details of their remarkable journey,
capturing the challenges, triumphs, and the indomitable spirit that drove
these intrepid explorers.

Aconcagua: The Highest Peak in the Americas

Aconcagua, with its towering height of 6,961 meters (22,838 feet),is the
highest mountain in both the Americas and the Southern Hemisphere. Its
immense glaciers, formidable icefalls, and treacherous weather conditions
have earned it a reputation as one of the most challenging mountaineering
objectives. Edward Fitzgerald, a seasoned mountaineer eager to conquer
this formidable peak, meticulously planned his expedition.
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Fitzgerald's Preparations

Fitzgerald's rigorous preparations for the Aconcagua ascent began months
in advance. He assembled a team of experienced climbers, including the
Swiss guide Matthias Zurbriggen, known for his remarkable skills in alpine
environments. The team meticulously gathered the necessary equipment,
food supplies, and medical kits to sustain them during their challenging
journey.

The Ascent to the Summit

On January 14, 1897, Fitzgerald and his team embarked on their ascent
from the base of Aconcagua. They faced relentless wind, snowstorms, and
subfreezing temperatures, enduring the harsh conditions with unwavering
determination. After days of arduous climbing, they reached the summit on
January 17th. Fitzgerald described the moment as "one of the most
glorious in my life," capturing the exhilaration and sense of triumph upon
reaching the apex of the Americas.

Tupungato: The Fiery Mountain

Tupungato, with an elevation of 6,800 meters (22,309 feet),is a volcanic
peak situated in the Andes Mountains, close to the border with Chile. Its
imposing presence, marked by its distinctive pyramid shape, has made it a
prominent landmark for centuries. Fitzgerald's expedition, after their
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successful Aconcagua ascent, set their sights on conquering this
formidable mountain.

Challenging Conditions on Tupungato

The ascent of Tupungato presented a different set of challenges compared
to Aconcagua. Its sheer cliffs, unstable rock formations, and unpredictable
weather conditions demanded technical expertise and unwavering resolve.
Fitzgerald and his team navigated treacherous crevasses, scaled steep
slopes, and battled altitude sickness, enduring countless obstacles
throughout their ascent.

Success on Tupungato's Summit

Undeterred by the formidable challenges, Fitzgerald and his team reached
the summit of Tupungato on February 13, 1897. They became the first
climbers to successfully ascend this mighty peak, achieving an
unprecedented milestone in South American mountaineering. Fitzgerald
remarked, "Tupungato has proved to be an even more difficult and
dangerous mountain than Aconcagua," acknowledging the formidable
nature of the conquest.

Conquering the Southern Andes

The successful ascents of Aconcagua and Tupungato marked a significant
achievement in the history of South American mountaineering, solidifying
Edward Fitzgerald's legacy as a pioneering mountaineer. These
expeditions paved the way for future climbers to venture into the enigmatic
heights of the Andes, inspiring generations of adventurers.

Legacy and Inspiration



Fitzgerald's remarkable expedition continues to inspire climbers and
mountaineers worldwide. His detailed accounts of the ascents, published in
his book "The Highest Andes," provide valuable insights into the challenges
and rewards of high-altitude mountaineering. Fitzgerald's achievements
have left an indelible mark on the mountaineering community, encouraging
countless individuals to push their limits and conquer the most formidable
peaks.

The record of the first ascents of Aconcagua and Tupungato by Edward
Fitzgerald and his team stands as a testament to the indomitable spirit of
human endeavor. Their courage, resilience, and unwavering determination
set the stage for future mountaineering expeditions in the Southern Andes.
These iconic peaks continue to captivate mountaineers, inspiring them to
embark on their own journeys of exploration and conquest in the
captivating realm of the Andean mountains.
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